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Abstract: Renewable energy sources such as Fuel-Cells, Photo-Voltaic (PV) arrays are increasingly using in automobiles,
residential and commercial buildings. For stand-alone systems energy storage devices are required for backup power and
fast dynamic response. A power electronic converter interfaces the sources with the load along with energy storage.
Existing converters for such applications use a common dc-link, which employ multiple converters. Proposed system in this
paper is a systematic method for deriving three-port converters (TPCs) from the full-bridge converter (FBC). The three port
converter features single stage conversion between any two of the three ports, higher system efficiency, fewer components,
faster response and compact packaging. The proposed FB-TPC consists of two bidirectional ports and an isolated output
port. The primary circuit of the converter functions as a buck-boost converter and provides a power flow path between the
ports on the primary side. The FB-TPC can adapt to a wide source voltage range. Here MATLAB using Simulink and
SimPower System set toolboxes is used for software implementation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Renewable energy sources such as fuel cells, photovoltaic
(PV) arrays are widely used in automobiles, residential and
commercial buildings. They are intermittent in nature.
Energy storage devices are needed for backup power for
stand-alone systems. A converter is required to interface
renewable resources, storage and loads.Recently three port
converters are gaining more attention than conventional
converters.
In the conventional structure [3]-[4] a common high-voltage
or low-voltage DC bus is used to interconnect multiple
sources which requires several conversion stages. Drawback
of this structure is inherently complex and has a high cost
due to the multiple conversion stages and communication
devices between individual converters. As shown in Fig 1, it
proposes a multiport structure. Compared to the
conventional one, in the proposed structure the whole system
is treated as a single power converter, which combines
multiple sources.

Figure 1-Block diagram of the multi-port structure
Copyright to IJIREEICE

Generally, the multiport converters (MPCs) can be classified
into three categories:

Fully isolated topologies

Fully non-isolated topologies and

Partly isolated topologies.
Fully isolated MPCs [12],[15],[16] are derived by combining
full-bridge, half-bridge or series-resonant topologies via
magnetic coupling. In these topologies isolation,
bidirectional capabilities of all the ports and zero-voltageswitching (ZVS) can be achieved. These MPCs are good for
the applications where isolation and bidirectional conversion
are required. But, the major problem is that too many active
switches are used which results in complicated driving and
control circuitry. This results in degradation of the reliability
and performance of the integrated converters.
Non-isolated MPCs [17],[18] can either be derived
by using integration method or DC-link. These MPCs
provide compact design and high-power density. But voltage
levels of all ports are not flexible and ZVS cannot be
achieved easily.
Partly isolated MPCs [3],[7],[19],[20] are hybrid topologies
of isolated circuits and non-isolated circuits, which can
provide necessary isolation for the load and maintain
advantages of compact design and high power density. This
paper is organized as follows. In section II discusses about
the proposed topology and section IV explains the control
strategy. Simulation results are presented in section V, to
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verify the proposed method. Finally, conclusions and future
scope will be given in VI and VII.
II.PROPOSED THREE PORT CONVERTER
TOPOLOGY
A three-port energy management system includes a primary
source and storage, and. single-stage power conversion
between any two of the three ports is possible. Having the
two energy inputs, the instantaneous power can be
redistributed in the system in a controlled manner, which
results in improvement of system dynamics and reliability.
Another advantage of using a three-port system is that the
primary source only needs to be sized according to the
average power consumed by the load, not necessarily to the
peak power. This operation is economically beneficial since
per watt cost of the primary source is usually high, and thus
it makes sense to operate the primary source at the
maximum power.
A. Circuit and topology
This chapter refers to a three-port converter using a singlestage power conversion is proposed and analyzed. Here a
suitable method for generating TPC topologies from full
bridge converters and to find a novel full-bridge TPC with
single-stage power conversion between any two of the three
ports. A buck-boost converter is integrated in the proposed
FB-TPC, it can adapt to applications with a wide source
voltage range. ZVS of all the primary-side switches can also
be obtained with the proposed FB-TPC.
In the Fig.2(a), the primary side of the FBC consists of two
switching legs, composed of SA1 , SA2 and SB1 , SB2 ,in
parallel, connected to a common input source Vs. The
voltage-second balance principle of the magnetizing
inductor Lm is the constraint condition of the operation of the
FBC in the primary side. This means that, the two switching
legs of the FBC can a be split into two symmetrical parts,
cells A and B, if only Lm satisfies the voltage-second balance
principle, as shown in Fig.2(b). The two cells can be directly
connected to different sources, Vsa and Vsb, respectively, as
shown in Fig.2(c), and then a novel FB-TPC is derived.
.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Fig 2-Proposed derivation of full-bridge three-port converter
(a) Full-bridgeConverter (b) Two-switching cells (c) Fullbridge three-port converter
III.SWITCHING STATE ANALYSIS

Fig. 3 Topology of the proposed FB-TPC
To verify the proposed topology the FB-TPC, is applied to a
stand-alone PV power system with battery backup. To
analyze the operation principle, the proposed FB-TPC
topology is redrawn in Fig. 3 the two source ports are
connected to a PV source and a battery, respectively, while
the output port is connected to a load.
Three power flows in the standalone PV power system are:
1) from PV to load; 2) from PV to battery; and 3) from
battery to load. As for the FB-TPC, the input port from the
PV source should implement the maximum power tracking
to harvest the most energy, while the load port usually has to
be tightly regulated to meet the load requirement. Therefore,
the mismatch in power between the PV source and load has
to be charged into or discharged from the battery port, also
two of the three ports should be controlled independently
and the third one used for power balance. As a result, two
independently controlled variables are necessary.
Ignoring the power loss, we have
Ppv = pb + po
(1)
where ppv , pb , and po are the power flows through the PV,
battery, and load port, respectively.
The FB-TPC has three possible operation modes:
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(1) In dual-output (DO) mode, with ppv ≥ po, the battery
absorbs the surplus solar power and both the load and
battery take the power from PV;
(2) In dual-input (DI) mode, with ppv ≤ po and ppv > 0, the
battery discharges to feed the load along with the PV; and
(3) In single-input single-output (SISO) mode, with ppv = 0,
the battery supplies the load power alone.
When ppv = po exactly, the solar supplies the load power
alone and the converter operates in a boundary state of DI
and DO modes. This state can either be treated as DI or DO
mode.
For simplicity, the following assumptions are made:
1) During the steady state Cpv , Cb , and Co are large enough
and the voltages of the three ports, Vpv , Vb , and Vo , are
constant.
2) Vpv ≥ Vb case is taken for the switching state analysis.
There are four switching states in one switching cycle. The
equivalent circuit in each state and key waveforms are
shown in the figure 4 and 5 respectively.
State I [t0 –t1]:SA2 and SB2 are ON and SA1 and SB1 are OFF,
before t0 while iLm freewheels through SA2 and SB2. SA1 turns
ON and SA2 turns OFF at t0. Positive voltage is applied
across the transformer’s primary winding.

di Lm V pv  Vb

dt
Lm
di Lo n(V pv  Vb )  Vo

dt
Lo
i p  i Lm  ni Lo

(3)
State III [t2 –t3]:SA1 turns OFF and SA2 turns ON, at t2. A
negative voltage is applied on the primary winding of the
transformer

Fig 4(c)-Equivalent circuits of switching state [t2 , t31

di Lm  Vb

dt
Lm

di Lo nVb  Vo

dt
Lo
i p  i Lm  ni Lo

(4)
State IV [t3 –t4]: SB1 turns OFF and SB2 turns ON at t3. The
iLm freewheels through SA2 and SB1
and voltage across the primary winding is clamped at zero
Fig 4(a)-Equivalent circuits of switching state [t0 , t11

di Lm V pv

dt
Lm
di Lo nV pv  Vo

dt
Lo
i p  i Lm  ni Lo

Fig 4(d)-Equivalent circuits of switching state [t3 , t41
(2)
State II [t1 –t2 ]: At t1 , SB2 turns OFF and SB1 turns ON. A
diLm
positive voltage is applied on the primary winding of the
0
transformer.
dt

diLo  Vo

dt
Lo

(5)
Applying the volt-second balance principle to the
magnetizing inductor of the transformer Lm and the output
filter inductor Lo, respectively, we have:
D
V pv  B1 Vb
DA!
Fig 4(b)-Equivalent circuits of switching state [t1 , t21
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Vo  n[ D1V pv  D2 (V pv  Vb )  D3Vb ]  2nD3Vb

(6)
D1–D3 are the equivalent duty cycles of States I–III,
especially, D3 is the overlapped section of the driven signal
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for SA1 and SB2 and DA1 and DB1 are the duty cycles of SA1
and SB1 in the steady state, respectively. For the Vpv <Vb
case, the operation principles of the FB-TPC are the same as
those of the Vpv ≥ Vb case. Differences between these two
cases are the voltage applied to the transformer and the
direction of the reflected current of iLo through primary
windings. By following the same analysis, the output voltage
Vo can be given by

Vtri is the peak-to-peak value of the carrier voltage vtri, and
vc1, vc2 are control voltages. In proposed PWM scheme, when
vpv is much higher than vb, as shown in Fig. 7, there are only
three switching states, states II–IV, in one switching cycle.
By regulating the turned OFF time of SA1 with vc1 , the PV
power can be controlled to get the MPPT, battery charging
control and output voltage vo is further controlled with vc2
regulating D3 by adjusting the turned OFF time of SB 1
.When vpv decreases, as shown in Fig. 7, and there are three
Vo  n[ D1V pv  D2 (Vb  V pv )  D3Vb ]  2nD1V pv
(7)
switching states in one switching cycle, states I–III.
The voltage of the PV source Vpv can be regulated with DA1 It has two feedback control loops, to generate two control
and DB1 for the maximum power point tracking (MPPT), voltages vc1 and vc2 simultaneously. Here a PID controller is
taking the battery voltage Vb as constant and the output used to generate the control voltages.
voltage Vo can be tightly regulated with D1 and D3.

Fig. 5-Key waveforms of the FB-TPC

[1]

Fig. 7-PWM scheme for the FB-TPC [1].

IV. CONTROL STRATEGY

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The MATLAB 7.12.0(R2011a) is used for the simulation
part of the project. MATLAB/Simulink model of the Full
Bridge -three port converter with closed loop control is
shown in the Figure 8. The PV voltage and battery voltage is
adjusted between 38V-76Vand 26V-38V respectively.
Switching frequency is 100 KHz and load voltage is
maintained at 42V.

Fig 6-Control diagram for the three port converter
A feedback control structure was used for each operating
mode of the converter topology. The objective is to regulate
the load voltage and prevent load transitions from affecting
the operation of the converter. A multi-loop control scheme
was described here. It simultaneously regulates the PV
power to achieve the MPPT, or battery charging control and
the output voltage. Control diagram of the three port
converter is shown in the Fig 6. Multi objective control
architecture is implemented to regulate different power
ports.
Pulse width modulation scheme can be applied to
the proposed FBTPC. Based on the analysis, the proposed
PWM scheme and its generation are shown in Fig. 7, where
Copyright to IJIREEICE
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Fig 10-Steady-state waveforms at 40V input voltage with
full-load condition
The drain to source voltage and driving voltage on SA1 , SA2 ,
SB 1 , and SB 2 , in the DO mode at full load, is given in Fig.
The steady-state waveforms of the converter in DO mode 11, which indicates that all the switches are turned ON with
with 75V input voltage at full load are given in Fig. 9. The ZVS . The voltage spike on switches is very small when
shapes of the corresponding waveforms in DO and DI are switches are turned OFF.
the same and the only difference is the average value of the
primary winding’s current ip , and the average value of ip is
positive in DO mode.
Fig 8-MATLAB/Simulink model of the FB-TPC

(a)

Fig 9- Steady-state waveforms at 75V input voltage with
full-load condition
(b)
The steady-state waveforms of the converter with 40V input
voltage at full load are shown in Fig. 10.Shows the Fig 11-Driving voltage and drain to source voltage of (a) SA
1 and SA 2 and
waveforms of the DI mode. The average value of the
(b) SB 1 and SB 2 .
primary winding’s current ip is negative.
Fig.12 gives the transient waveforms with stepping up (from
half load to full load) and stepping down (from full load to
half load) the resistor load. The load transients occurs at
Copyright to IJIREEICE
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